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Problem Solving – A CPD pack
to support the learning and
teaching of mathematical
problem solving

This pack has been designed to support teaching staff in primary schools in developing children’s

problem-solving skills in mathematics. The materials address the problem-solving strategies that

children from Foundation Stage to Year 6 might use and be taught in their mathematics lessons.

The materials include: guidance for two staff meetings; lesson plans and activities; and videos to

illustrate key teaching approaches that help to develop children’s problem-solving skills.

The guidance is designed to help all staff involved in the teaching of

mathematics to:

● identify problems of a particular type and the strategies children

can use to solve them;

● construct teaching sequences for teaching problem solving;

● develop children’s reasoning and explanation skills;

● adapt problems so as to provide children with practice at solving

a number of problems of a given type;

● engage in whole-staff discussion on different teaching

approaches and progression in problem solving.

This material is part of the Strategy’s focus on providing

support to schools in learning and teaching. Problem

solving is a key learning skill in mathematics and across the

curriculum. Future materials will look at ways of improving

children’s reasoning and communication skills in

mathematics and across the curriculum.
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Finding all possibilities Year 2 Lesson 1

Objectives

● Solve mathematical problems or puzzles, recognise simple patterns
and relationships, generalise and predict. Suggest extensions by
asking ‘What if . . .?’ or ‘What could I try next?’

● Have a system for finding the possibilities, e.g. start with the
smallest number

● Organise the recording of possibilities, e.g. in an ordered list 
or table

By the end of the lesson, children will be able to:

● begin to use a systematic way to solve a problem involving finding 
all possibilities;

● create a clear list of possibilities.

Vocabulary

list
possibilities
systematically

Necessary prior knowledge 

Directions: right, left

Maisie and the maze
Maisie explored the maze. 
She always went forward.

How many different ways are there for Maisie to
go from the start to the way out?

Way out

Start

Resources

• OHT of Maisie and the maze
• Activity Sheet of copies of the maze
• Maze drawn five or six times on the playground

with chalk 
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Finding all possibilities Year 1 Lesson 1

Objectives

● Solve mathematical problems or puzzles, recognise simple patterns
or relationships, generalise and predict. Suggest extensions by asking
‘What if . . .?’ or ‘What could I try next?’

● Organise the recordings of possibilities, e.g. in an ordered list

By the end of the lesson, children will be able to:

● recognise that there is more than one possible answer to a problem;
● explain how answers differ and to record different answers in a list.

Vocabulary

pence buy
total  pay
cost same
list  different
coin

Necessary prior knowledge 

Recognise coin values and understand the order of the values
Add more than two numbers, 5 or less
Count in ones and twos

Resources

• Resource Sheet 
• Jars of lollipops or other 

items labelled with ‘4p each’, 
‘6p each’ and ‘7p each’

• Puppet

• Mega money (large coins)
• Real coins (1p, 2p and 5p)
• Strips of card with double-sided

tape stuck on the back
• Sheet of A2 paper (optional)

Lollipops
Jade bought a lollipop. It cost 6p.

She paid for it exactly. Which coins did she use?

There are 5 different ways to do it.
Find as many as you can.

What if the lollipop cost 7p?

6p 7p
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Finding all possibilities Foundation Stage Activity 3

Early Learning Goal from the Curriculum guidance 
for the foundation stage:

● Use developing ideas and methods to solve practical problems

Objectives from the NNS Framework for teaching
mathematics from reception to year 6:

● Solve simple problems or puzzles in a practical context, and respond
to ‘What could we try next?’

● Sort objects justifying the decisions made
● Use developing mathematical ideas and methods to solve practical

problems involving counting and comparing in a real or role-play context

By the end of the lesson, children will be able to:

● recognise similarities and differences;
● sort objects, using a number of criteria;
● explain what they are thinking and doing.

Vocabulary

same
different

Necessary prior knowledge

Language of similarity and difference

Resources

• Railway track and other related objects, 
e.g. trains, station, bridges

Railway track
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Finding all possibilities Foundation Stage Activity 2

Early Learning Goal from the Curriculum guidance for
the foundation stage:

● Use developing ideas and methods to solve practical problems

Objectives from the NNS Framework for teaching
mathematics from reception to year 6:

● Solve simple problems or puzzles in a practical context, and respond
to ‘What could we try next?’

● Sort objects justifying the decisions made
● Use developing mathematical ideas and methods to solve practical

problems involving counting and comparing in a real or role-play context

By the end of the lesson, children will be able to:

● recognise similarities and differences;
● give examples that match a given statement and ones which don’t;
● explain what they are thinking and doing.

Vocabulary

same sort how many? order
different set size match

Necessary prior knowledge 

Language of similarity and difference

Resources

• Sand tray
• A collection of objects to hide in the sand

Working in the sand
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Finding all possibilities Foundation Stage Activity 1

Early Learning Goal from the Curriculum guidance for
the foundation stage:

● Use developing ideas and methods to solve practical problems

Objectives from the NNS Framework for teaching
mathematics from reception to Year 6

● Solve simple problems or puzzles in a practical context, and respond
to ‘What could we try next?’

● Sort objects justifying the decisions made
● Use developing mathematical ideas and methods to solve practical

problems involving counting and comparing in a real or role-play context

By the end of the lesson, children will be able to:

● recognise similarities and differences;
● sort objects, using a number of criteria;
● explain what they are thinking and doing.

Vocabulary

same sort different set

Necessary prior knowledge 

Colour recognition
Language of similarity and difference 
Experience of playing in a ‘house’ situation

Resources

• Teddies or other soft toys
• Coloured crockery and cutlery

In the café


